3rd August 2018

Mr P. Clark
Planning Inspector
c/o Louise St John Howe
Programme Officer
Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan Examination
PO Services
PO Box 10965
Sudbury
Suffolk CO10 3BF

Cambridge House
Henry Street
Bath
BA1 1BT
T: 0330 223 1510
mike.taylor@chilmarkconsulting.co.uk

Dear Mr Clark
VALE OF AYLESBURY LOCAL PLAN, EXAMINATION – FORWARD PROGRAMME FOR THE
EXAMINATION
We are instructed by and write on behalf of LaSalle Land Limited Partnership (LLLP) (representor
27575) with respect to the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan (VALP) Examination in Public.
Following the completion of the scheduled Examination Hearing Sessions on 20th July, we understand
that you will now be in a process of considering the detailed evidence submitted and heard. We also
understand that you will be drawing conclusions on where modifications will be necessary to make the
Plan sound.
It is important for our client (and other representors) to fully understand the timetable for the publication
of your Report, including whether you will be drawing interim conclusions on matters such as the
overall housing requirement (as this has ramifications for any modifications to other issues such as the
spatial strategy and transport infrastructure provision as were raised in various Hearing sessions). It is
also important for our client to understand the timing/programme for the Council’s proposed
modifications to the Plan. This is in order that any Plan modifications can be considered in detail with
appropriate time for further representations as necessary.
We would therefore be grateful if, via the Programme Officer, a more specific and detailed programme
were to be made publicly available at the earliest opportunity.
Yours sincerely,

MIKE TAYLOR BsocSc (Hons) MSc MRTPI MIED CIHM
Director, Chilmark Consulting Ltd.
cc. Mr Wayland Pope, for LLLP
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